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Teaching Macroeconomics in conversation with  

the Catholic Intellectual Tradition 

Dr. Gabriel Martinez 

Teaching Notes on Money and International Issues 

Principles of Macroeconomics 

The goal here should be to help introductory students realize that economics is not, principally, 

about technical calculations, but about real winners and losers, and that the decision of who is to 

win and who is to lose is really a social decision that involves everyone personally.  The losers 

are real people, with no less humanity than the winners.  This may well be done simply by asking 

students to identify the winners and the losers in various settings. 

 

Activity # 1 

I ask my students to debate this question: “You have a choice between two policies: (a) a 

policy that guarantees the right of a lender to be paid back what he lent and (b) a policy 

that reduces the burden of debt of hard-working borrowers.”   

I divide the class into two groups tasked with outlining the argument (5 minutes), appoint 

representatives from each group to make the positive case for their position (5 minutes), 

and ask the non-representatives to cross-examine the speakers (3 minutes), with 2 

minutes for a reply, for 25 minutes of class time all together.  Their (relative) ignorance 

of the topic gives them more passion, which I think contributes to make the issues more 

salient and relevant to them.  At the end, I point out that this choice in policy is a choice 

between more “discipline” versus more “elasticity” in monetary policy. 

 

 

Activity #2: The following are questions that could be a part of a homework assignment. 

 Who wins and who loses from unanticipated increases in inflation?  From unanticipated 

decreases in inflation? 

 Who wins and who loses from regular, anticipated inflation?  Inflation eats into the 

purchasing power of your money – if everyone knows this is coming, why wouldn’t 

everyone compensate for this by getting a raise?  Can you imagine a situation in which it 

would be desirable for the workers in some sector of the economy to lose 2% of the real 

value of their earnings every year, due to inflation? 
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Intermediate Macroeconomics and beyond 

The following are straightforward homework assignments for an intermediate class. 

 Using the above system of equations [perhaps the income-expenditure model] show how 

a recession in our country leads to a recession in a foreign country, and how the foreign 

recession gets fed back into our economy. 

 Suppose a government tries to improve the trade balance by establishing trade barriers to 

reduce imports.  Will this policy succeed?  (Hint: NX = …  Will the right-hand side of 

this equation change?).  How will equilibrium be restored, since imports will be lower 

than at the beginning? What does that tell you about the effects of trying to benefit your 

country at other countries’ expense? 

 


